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Rajkumar, Kedarnath RamÂ .Gorham-Stout syndrome: a rare
and fatal disease with distinctive features. Gorham-Stout
syndrome is a rare disease characterized by expansion of

osseous tissue in bone tissue and abdominal skin that may
lead to clinical manifestations involving any part of the

skeleton and visceral organs. Widely accepted as a malignant
disease, its prognosis is poor. We report a case of Gorham-
Stout syndrome in a male adolescent that is presented with
the review of a considerable number of references on the
subject, most of which are case reports and case series.Q:

Need a way to remove a child from a parent group in karate
I'm working on an automation project in which I have to

validate whether a dropdown is selected or not. So, I have
created a scenario where once the dropdown gets populated,
the script has to fire a webservice and get the response. Once

the webservice has finished executing, I have to test if the
dropdown item is selected or not. A validation for the

dropdown item should result in a failed step and hence move
to another step. I have been trying to remove the child and it

doesn't seem to be working. Is there a way for it to be
handled? The main part of the code is below - HTML code - I'm
calling "checkRequiredSelections()" function. In the function,

the next tag is added/removed based on the value in
"controller" object. checkRequiredSelections() { var index =

document.querySelectorAll(".custom-select"); if
(controller.select=="Yes") { for(i=0;i 6d1f23a050
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